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Internet cartography is the modern extension of traditional cartographic techniques. It is used to present a variety of data in map form. Used in the technique are modern programming philosophies and technologies for producing quality dynamic maps. This technique is applied to large dynamic datasets that until recently, due to a lack of technology, could not be shown in maps.

Object-oriented programming standards have been applied in the programming of the software application subsequently named the Internet Cartographic Software Application (ICSA). The programming environment used to program the ICSA allowed its construction to be completed quickly.

This computer functionality has since its installation on the server for the Center for the Rocky Mountain West in the spring of 2000 proved to be secure and stable presenting regional economic maps to user's requests. The same methods have been applied in building new versions of ICSA for natural resource information and installed on servers at the Montana State Library Natural Resource Information System.

The implementation of this study indicates cartographic methods employed with traditional tools can also be employed in modern programming tools. This is central to the philosophy of ICSA which shows how modern tools have been used to create dynamic maps. Programming and cartography are using the Internet to deliver economic maps. Noted is the importance of the geographer cartographer in creating an ICSA.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Beginning in the year 2000, the author developed a software application that dynamically and interactively delivers cartographic data contained in the Center for the Rocky Mountain West's Regional Economies Assessment Database¹ as map images using the Internet. The new application, subsequently named Internet Cartographic Software Application (ICSA), currently resides on servers maintained by both the State of Montana Natural Resource Information System, and the Center for the Rocky Mountain West. These sites are accessed by Internet users every day. This document describes the production of ICSA including step by step programming instructions. Recent advances in data availability have created new challenges for cartographers and programmers who generate images for geographic information system (GIS) applications². Integrating up-to-date information for mapping applications requires connecting of two distinct entities, the cartographic software and the data. The purpose of ISCA is to develop capabilities for imaging economic data in cartographic

¹ READ stands for the Regional Economies Assessment Database. READ is a computerized database and evaluation system designed to allow the complex structure and functioning of the economy to be systematically examined and assessed at many different levels.

² A glossary of terms used in this thesis appears on page 58.
applications. Interactive methods to deliver data to the Internet user has the potential to make information of this type widely available to cartographers, resource managers, regional planners, and the public. The process of developing mapping capabilities illustrates problem-solving approaches that may be useful for integrating other types of data into GIS as it is used on the Internet.

The Internet provides the opportunity for cartographers to create dynamic up-to-date renderings of topics. This thesis describes the use of modern programming techniques to present cartographic information by the Internet. It explores the problems arising in the process of developing this computer geographic capability, explains how these problems were surmounted, and establishes the advantages of using these techniques in cartography. In addition to this thesis, the project generated an Internet Cartographic Software Application (ICSA). This ICSA uses Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 (VB6) and Environmental Systems Research Institute's (ESRI) Map Objects 2.0 (MO) software, to incorporate updated information available in large digital databases into maps.

To incorporate the information in these large databases into maps assembled and delivered via the Internet, a programmer must be proficient with programming languages used to access database contents, and proficient in GIS and Internet programming methods. The database whose contents this application was created to map, using the Internet, is known as Regional Economies
Assessment Database (READ). The READ contains census and economic survey data for individuals living in 1500 counties of 22 western states. The database also contains information, such as locations of motor vehicle, rail, and air transportation corridors and hubs, across national, regional, state and county scales. Maps assembled by the ICSA integrate information from economic and census surveys with these geographic analyses.

A database is typically comprised of individual tables, each of which contains information on particular topics. In programming to create the READ, demographic parameters such as population and income are assigned to tables. Rather than being organized on the basis of tables, the geographic database consists of Shapefiles (shp), each representing a unit of geographic enumeration.

The exploration of Internet cartography described in this thesis includes new concepts, explanation of which requires definitions of technical terms. The method used to develop the cartographic application for this project, called "object oriented programming," emphasizes three principle tenets: polymorphism, inheritance and encapsulation. In general usage, polymorphism is the ability of something to appear in many forms. In object-oriented programming, polymorphism refers to a programming language's ability to process objects differently depending on their data type or class.

Used in programming, encapsulation is one part of the process of combining existing data elements to create a new
entity. This encapsulation refers to the ability to program code that can be used repetitively in the program, in the form of modules that can be used where needed. Encapsulation allows the programmer to set aside pieces of the code separate from the main program in order to facilitate clearly and concisely written routines.

Inheritance, in programming, means the repetitive use of methods or properties, by taking or receiving them from a preceding assignment in the code. This property of inheritance is associated with encapsulation, as both are attributes of modular code that, once written, can be reinserted as needed throughout a program or programs.

All three properties are essential elements of object oriented programming, but even the most sophisticated modern programming languages do not utilize all three properties. Visual Basic, for example, is not considered a true object oriented language because it is not truly capable of polymorphism in the sense that it does not lend itself to alteration by programmers to meet the needs of all types of applications. Visual Basic does, however, provide a versatile platform, enabling programmers to use object-oriented methodologies.

A graphical user interface (GUI) provides the programmer the ability to devise and select particular "objects" that the programming language uses in the software application. An advantage of using a GUI is that it allows the cartographer to quickly program and test individual applications or modules of
code early in the development process. Additional terms necessary in discussing Internet cartographic applications such as object, class, database, Active X, Active Data Object (ADO), Object Database Connectivity (ODBC), Object Oriented Programming (OOP), Standard Query Language (SQL), relational database are defined in the glossary which should be consulted as they are encountered.

The Internet Cartographic Software Application developed for this project does not require the user to be proficient in GIS techniques. Compared to less user-friendly interfaces available, the application creates the displayed message of the spatial data, and allows these data elements to be combined without a user having knowledge of the GIS software.

Online GIS can be considered as an alternative to nontraditional approaches, for obtaining useful data for geographic analyses. In online GIS applications, users must download a small executable software application. When activated, this software supplies tools enabling the use of geographic files and documents to create maps and to perform a number of analyses selected by the user. The computer completes processing on the side of the server where the map and the web page dynamically become a product ready to return information to the user.

The production of digital "soft-copy" maps has become as important as printing conventional paper maps. Available interface tools allow users to view dynamic, multi-layered, digital map data using web browser software. To employ the Internet as the medium for map display and end user inquiry,
however, the cartographer must prepare a presentable and effective GUI for the user through programming. The interface is produced with the development of a cartographic software application that allows the user to view maps that are based on all of the data contained in any database the programmer chooses to include. Cartographic programming for digital, online display, enables users to access a vast array of data built into and available for extraction from a single map application. The creation of such maps facilitates intuitive browsing by end users submitting unique queries. This radically simplifies the methods of data manipulation currently available in GIS applications making information widely available.

**Objective**

The objective of this thesis is to generate and demonstrate a cartographic software application for use on the Internet that exemplifies online cartographic programming. The thesis explores the possibilities and pitfalls of this technique and considers possible standards for these types of software development in facilitating future computer-based cartographic techniques.

The development of this software is explained in the methodology chapter along with exploring and analyzing the Internet for mapping. The distribution with Online GIS and Internet cartography and other issues that directly relate to Internet cartographic map production and programming challenges are compared and contrasted.
Briefly reviewing recent improvements in personal computers makes it apparent that the hardware requirements for conducting cartography are now available in most machines. As the personal computer underwent change, cartography evolved into a revolutionary new tool. Utilizing the Internet as the medium of display redefines map data as now being dynamic thus widening the possibility to create maps. This widening allows data, including population, income, employment and other demographic information to be mapped in the Internet environment for states, counties, or even for sub-county areas. The ICSA, however, differs from network distributed GIS in that it provides a pre-manipulated analysis of applicable data and allows “read only” access to the database used in an ICSA. A network distributed GIS, in contrast, allows system users both “write” and “read only” access to a database. Accommodating this difference presents problems, which the modern cartographer solves using software tools specifically created and designed for this type of programming.

Generating the proposed application has required the author to navigate unexplored territory, especially in applying diverse programming concepts and techniques for creating Internet displayed thematic maps driven by data. A record of steps taken, and assessments of success or failure, has been essential to completion of this task.

The study began with research to identify potentially useful programming languages, database design elements, and methods currently available for displaying geographic and demographic
data. The focus was narrowed to economic data, and emphasis was placed on making information available to Internet users with varying degrees of computer operation experience. Symbolization and color choice capabilities, for example, were optimized in the development of display methods that would both inform and appeal to diverse audiences.

To define more precisely the methodological advancement to be achieved, the development of cartographic tools in general were reviewed as was the status of GIS software and the Internet. Results of this review appear in Chapter 2, "Internet Cartographic Technique." Besides definitions, this chapter illuminates comparisons and contrasts between Internet cartography and online GIS. Based on economic data, a model for the methodological approach was possible because the project was accessible and fully supported by an economist and an associate programmer.

Programming considerations involved in maximizing hardware and software compatibility are discussed in chapter three. The process by which the connection to the READ database is discussed in chapter four.
Chapter 2

INTERNET CARTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE

The Internet cartographic technique has arisen as a result of several innovations in the personal computer and mainframe computer technologies. An automated Internet cartographic mapping application creates a map and conveys an intended message through the World Wide Web then provides further information upon the user's request. An automated Internet cartographic mapping application is a software application designed to handle information similar to that conveyed by a custom map set. A personal computer, established as a server, provides the necessary computations for creating maps that can embody various topics, such as economics.

A literature review has been included, chronicling the evolution of cartographic methodology and Internet applications. While differences between digital cartography and online GIS methods of accessing information initially led to divergence in software development, more recent applications generate output to both GIS and other cartographic software integrating connections to remote databases.

History of Internet Cartography

The late 1960s marked the start of Computer-based GIS, of which, extensive literature has been published describing two
evolutionary stages of GIS. The first of these stages was the "Pioneering Age" from 1960 to about 1975\(^3\); it was named by many individual achievements that highlighted the leaders knowledge and ambitious programming. This stage was dominated by national agencies whereby abundant experimentation was begun that led to common duplication of efforts. The second stage was the "Age of Commercial Enterprise" that continues to today and dominates software development. Today, competition among vendors, standardization on open systems, and further agreements on the user's perception of what a GIS should do and look like, has produced a period of user dominance.

The history and evolution of the Internet is important since its roots are inherent in the relationship it has with the World Wide Web. In tracing the history of the Internet, Len Kleinrock's work in packet switching\(^4\), ranked the beginning. The following year, the Advanced Research Projects Agency\(^5\) became interested in computer networks and began supporting computer scientists around the country. The relationship was symbiotic and ARPA maintained the new-found and growing computer center. The vast number of computers and scientist involved in packet


\(^5\) The Advanced Research Projects Agency was formed with an emphasis towards research, and thus was not oriented only to a military product. The formation of this agency was part of the U.S. reaction to the then Soviet Union's launch of Sputnik in 1957. (ARPA draft, III-6). ARPA was assigned to research how to utilize their investment in computers via Command and Control Research (CCR).
switching lead to the idea of data sharing and subsequently the onset of networking.

The sharing of data by networking expanded and accelerated efforts for an Internet. The unique experiences lead by Kleinrock found a place in Washington D.C. in this effort. The government committed to creating the framework and infrastructure for the new technology based on "packet/packet switching" that would lead to the Internet, a network for scientists to exchange information over large distances. The ability to network computers beyond the very limited experimental laboratory or local area network of computers made an environment where scientists could exchange information and harness the power of all the computers on the network for large computations.

Data networking, among other ideas of Kleinrock, played an essential role in the preparation of a functional specification for the Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET). ARPANET is the government supported data network that first utilized the technology known as "packet/packet switching."

The development of the World Wide Web and its growth over the past 12 years has nurtured the information age that would otherwise be much smaller and more specialized. Tim Berners-Lee is credited as the inventor of the World Wide Web and with coining the term "WWW" in 1990. Berners-Lee, while at work at CERN®, authored a memo in 1990 that outlined the World Wide Web

---

6 CERN is The European Center for Nuclear Research (European Council For Nuclear Research).
as a means of communicating using Hypertext language. The WWW is the graphical interface created by using Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) protocols\(^7\) common to all Internet users.

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is the basic document model for the World Wide Web. Hypertext Markup Language determines the appearance of many of the elements, for example paragraphs of text, backgrounds, lists of information, and graphics and colors\(^8\). Elements such as text and graphics on Web Pages can link users to topics from a huge array of networks. The Internet itself provides the means for communicating the HTML code to a personal computer or network server where the user is running Internet browser software. The Internet browser software compiles and executes the HTML sent over the WWW to produce an HTML page on the user's computer. The interpretation of each HTML page on individual personal computers can be slightly different from the page created by the original designer. The nature of HTML allows Web Pages to be displayed without exact specification as to color and font. This can create an issue for cartography on the Internet, since color and font are important communication tools for mapmakers. The problem is that since Internet browser software is specific to a computer, and if the display properties are limited on the computer a substitutions

---


will be made that are often times inappropriate. For example, font types vary for each computer and thereby limits the display adapter or monitor; when this happens, the Internet browser software substitutes that component allowing display to take place regardless of program settings. The degree of control exerted by the original page designer is dependent on the method for WebPages creation and distribution.

The creation of Internet, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and HTML changed the linear structure of Internet documents and allowed users to branch out from one document to another through links provided by the web page author. The public, which now has access to the WWW from home, work, or the local library, is growing accustomed to the WWW method of searching for and obtaining information.

WWW access has provided cartographers with an opportunity to dynamically serve geographic information. Cartography on the Internet started in 1993 when the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center posted a pure HTML\(^9\) interactive world map\(^10\). The map and its levels of interaction were rather limited, however, since the Xerox map was based on pure HTML and every level of zoom required an individual HTML page.


Internet Cartography versus Online GIS

The Internet offers extensive, continually evolving capabilities to cartographers and GIS specialists. Studying these capabilities has been central to this project. With respect to the graphic products for display, Internet cartography uses maps and map conventions similar to the traditional methods of cartography. The map, as utilized for its presentation of the topic, does not require the user in the handling of its construction. The construction is the responsibility of the programmer analyst, yet needs the expertise of the cartographer in selecting projection and legend categories as well as conducting the preliminary analysis.

Online GIS, on the other hand, gives the user the tools to process geographic data, such as selecting various attribute data for a map to display. Online GIS assumes the user has the ability to select the levels of analysis and display. This is a primary difference between the two methods; the online GIS user receives raw data and default categories while the Internet Cartography user does not. Online GIS also provides the user with GIS-style tools to manipulate the view of the data. The online GIS method provides the user with the ability to add layers, to remove layers, and to change the projection of the layers of geographic data.

The Internet cartographic map with its programmed mapping application provides the user with completed maps. This provides finished maps that are otherwise beyond the user’s technical and
logistical ability to create. Although both Internet Cartography and Online GIS use the Internet to display and distribute maps and data, their properties require different responsibilities from the cartographer versus the programmer.

Online GIS allows the user to obtain useful data for mapping through browser-mapping applications such as Arc-Explorer or through data that is ready to be used in Arc-View 3.x. The online GIS approach is the corporate enterprise response to getting an organization's data online rapidly. The originator assumes that the user of online GIS has the ability to create maps and manipulate a GIS. The issues of mapping in this case are the responsibility of the user; the data and some GIS functionality are provided through the online GIS application.

The different programming tools used for Internet cartography include links and list-box choices that function as query routes to the geographic attribute database. The GIS tools use programming to hide routes and query commands. For example, the list box makes a close-up view available for any image simply by clicking on the map. The cartographic mapping application is automated and provides features such as zoom and the creation layers relevant to the map and its intended message.

The online GIS technique provides the user control over final display and analysis options. Internet cartography is analogous to a custom map set. Maps are custom and pre-made, the elements of cartography are decided, leaving the user with a map that is usable for unique queries provided by the user.
The cartographer is needed to establish criteria that makes GIS more intuitive for the user and eliminates past confusion often associated with Online GIS. READ is an example of a system based on click events that route the user to different links to convey information at various geographic scales. The map is automatically projected from geographic coordinates without actually choosing a projection. The geographic data does not need to be manipulated by the user, but becomes readily available in order to provide information for display. The burden of processing the information into meaningful display is the responsibility of the cartographer/programmer. The relationship between cartographer, programmer, and user produces quicker mapping and broadens the constituents utilizing data in map and database form.
Chapter 3

PROGRAMMING CONSIDERATIONS

Different personal computer operating systems and network server operating systems create compatibility problems for Internet Cartography, and Internet programmer in general. There are two major Internet browser software vendors in the world, Microsoft and Netscape. Both provide graphical user interfaces for personal computer users accessing the Internet. Programmers must consider the subtle differences between these two browsers when designing map applications. They must, for example, understand the individual network processes involved in each application. Problems encountered in disseminating to web pages or scripting components such as Microsoft Active X or Netscape JavaScript elements, typify these programming difficulties.

Browser software available on personal computers maximizes use of the central processor and Random Access Memory (RAM) resources. Devising and sending smaller module packages of script is one way of making use of the client’s RAM. Scripting applications require the programming of smaller scripted applications that are read into the client’s browser software. Assembling maps customized to users’ requests and returning these new, smaller input packages to network servers, occurs concurrently with interactive selection of data elements headed for display. The network server employed for the mapping,
processes these input packages, using the resources of the client’s personal computer for some of the computing power necessary. This enables faster data retrieval and web browsing. The differences between using Java Script and Active X on the client or server side for map generation methods are based on differing proportions of user-side and server-side computing.

The document object model is a suggested standard in scripting, which provides a versatile view of a document’s contents as well as allowing the data to be manipulated by other routines and reused with other document object models. The most popular Internet connectivity software, Internet Explorer (Microsoft), uses the Active X and JavaScript languages. Netscape Navigator software, the next most widely used Internet browser, uses JavaScript language exclusively. The Active X method only works when users accept the installation package requiring third party verification insuring the code as virus free. Required validation and compatibility are drawbacks using this approach, and Active X components can be programmed to be malicious. Current authorization signature protocols for Active X have inhibited its widespread use. The programmer attempts to avoid the hassles of authorization signatures and may prefer scripting with JavaScript and using widely accepted web programming methods instead of using Active X. In addition, programmers prefer the JavaScript method because of its resistance to writing viruses. Both Internet cartography and online GIS require the user’s computer to do some of the work.
Some geographic software must be installed on the users personal computer to load these required routines. A programmer builds an Active X program with dynamic library links (.dll), and distributes them to the users' computers through the Internet. Arc-Explorer produced specifically for such data browsing and data assembling tasks, is free from ESRI via the Internet. Arc-Explorer software contains basic GIS tools necessary for downloading data, organized in Arc-Explorer project files or basic shapefiles.

Proprietary information such as that used by READ requires secure computing protocols on the side of the server. Network servers are considered secure repositories for programmed applications. Before completing programming for the Network server, processed information must be sent in parcels prior to its insertion in a Web Page. The user-side computer sends requests to the Network server, using the same process, before writing data elements to a Web Page. As programming is completed, the Network server transfers newly created images that incorporate all of data elements at the same time reducing the amount of data that must be returned to that particular users' personal computer. Furthermore, this process does not require exposure, during Internet transmission, of underlying attribute data.

These applications must be programmed to execute sequentially in steps that mirror activities taken by a GIS specialist building applications to display the same database
elements the ICSA includes. Programming objects necessary for assembling a map depicting database elements identified in users' requests. The following instructions for using GIS software to produce a map such as ArcView 3.X (AV3.X) will illustrate steps the program accomplishes for each request. These instructions also illustrate how base map Shapefiles for READ were constructed. The process of generating a map customized for an individual Internet user to display information that he or she has requested follows the following six steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ArcView 3.x</strong></th>
<th><strong>ICSA</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add data to the view</td>
<td>Add data to the &quot;Map Control&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select area of interest from geographic file.</td>
<td>Use subset of existing geographic file, either programmatically or with GIS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use the join method to add and join the attribute table to the geographic file based attribute table.</td>
<td>In the ICSA, use one of the various Map Objects methods to add external database tables, and relate or join to the attributes of the geographic file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use the legend editor to set legend categories.</td>
<td>Use one of the Map Objects methods for rendering the themes programmatically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply a map projection to the data using the &quot;view property&quot; projection tool.</td>
<td>Establish a projection for the map control, or convert all layers added to the map control to the desired projection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print the map product or export it to an image type file.</td>
<td>Call a function to output the contents of the map control to an image type file ready for use in a web page or elsewhere.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After completion of these six steps, the resulting information moves from the workspace to the "layout", or paper view. Once the Layout contains the data, adding the final effects of cartography completes the map. Throughout this process the ICSA programmer must ensure quality by applying quality control measures in keeping with traditional cartographers and their applications to produce quality cartographic outputs.
Chapter 4

CONNECTING ICSA TO READ: CONSTRUCTION PHASE

A person using a computer interfaces with that machine by viewing a series of displays on the computer's monitor. Changes in the display are made in response to selections made by the user. These displays taken together comprise the computer's graphical user interface, or GUI. The GUI developed for the READ ICSA allows a user to select data from READ and view it in maps displayed on their monitor screen. This ICSA enables users with varying degrees of computing sophistication, having little or no GIS or computing experience, to optimize time spent accessing, and familiarizing themselves with demographic and economic information in READ. Furthermore, the READ ICSA represents an improvement in cartography, by providing maps by the Internet through a process that takes advantage of cartographers' training and experience, in making meaningful decisions.

The ICSA/READ Connection

The web pages introducing the READ portion of the ICSA describe how the regional data is organized and accessed. Information for the entire nation is organized following the spatial data organization scheme established by the U.S. Census Bureau.
Creating an application to deliver information from a website requires programming that anticipates and plans for users' needs. Planning for these requests, or queries is accomplished by analyzing the database in terms of its organizational scheme and its component parts. The READ ICSA's organizational scheme is based upon geographic principles.

The READ ICSA enables users to choose individual paths through the information, using capabilities that are standard features of Internet browsers. User paths follow a linear progression, through maps of the western USA, to maps of sub-regions, and then states or counties. Provision of READ information in multiple scales allows users to customize outputs as needed for individual study areas. Local and regional economic information is made more meaningful in this manner, as local or regional study area data is readily comparable to regional or national scale data. The Read ICSA has been programmed to facilitate these comparisons. This programming includes limitations on accepting user generated queries. This maximizes the rate at which the ICSA delivers READ information (Figure 1).

The READ system organization is based on a hierarchy of geographic scales in decreasing order beginning with the link at the top right in Figure 1 "The Nation" for national data. This ordering focuses user attention on national economic conditions and trends first, and then facilitates exploring data for smaller geographical areas. This format provides users with
The READ System

Assessing economic conditions and trends at many different regional levels...

Select a Regional Level of interest:
- The Nation
- The West
- Multi-State Regions of the West
- States of the West
- BEA-Economic Areas of the West
- READ sub-region
- Counties of the West

Conduct an Area or Region "Peer Review":
- Peer Review of Similar Areas (County)
- Peer Review of Similar READ Regions
- READ regions as "Regional Communities"
- Listing of READ Maps and Graphs
- Montana Economic Development Districts
- Montana Subregions

Administrator options:
- West Special
- Sub-West (11 Western States)
- Sub-West (13 Rocky Mountain States)
- Great Plains (13 Great Plains States)
- Upper Missouri River Extension
- Presentations
- Test the Nation Map
- Test the PE Map

Regional Economic Assessment Database (READ)©2003
Center for the Rocky Mountain West, The University of Montana
Contact READ administrator

Figure 1

The starting point of the READ ICSA, for assessing economic conditions and trends in the western USA, and exploring comparisons between regional and national data.

an economic framework for their individual queries. If the user does not have a specific economic query when entering, the READ system provides thoughtful arrangement of links to quickly communicate meaningful comparisons of national scale data and regional scale data. For example, when a user selects the link for nation data on the screen shown in Figure 1, the ICSA displays the screen shown in Figure 2, including a map of population distribution data collected by the 1990 U.S. Census. Then the user chooses population tables, income/employment
tables, or economic sector profile tables that display data for
the entire USA.

![Map of the United States with links to data](image)

**Figure 2**

After selecting “The Nation” on the screen shown in Figure 1, the
READ ICSA displays 1990 Census data for the U.S., and offers to
display more detailed information in population tables, income and
employment tables, or economic sector profiles.

Based on their selection of geographic scale for the data,
users are provided further refinements in the maps on the system.
After selecting “The West” on the starting screen (Figure 1),
users see a population density map of the western USA. The same
links provided for national scale data are also provided here,
but limited to conditions and trends in the West (Figure 3).

Below “The Nation” and “The West” selection on the starting
screen (Figure 1), options are provided for viewing maps of
economic data for multi-state regions of the West,
Regional Economies Assessment Database (READ)© 2001
Center for the Rocky Mountain West, The University of Montana
Contact READ administrator

Figure 3

Selecting "The West" from the first screen of the READ ICSA (shown in Figure 1.), allows its users access to information about conditions and trends in the western USA, by presenting this display.

each state individually, Bureau of Economic Analysis regions, and READ sub-state regions. All levels of query in READ provide users with maps showing the geographic scope of the subsequent economic tables. The work of presenting and linking all these maps would not warrant the creation of an ICSA, as these maps could be created using existing ArcView software.

The three screen displays shown in Figures 1-3 do not require an ICSA for their creation. The READ ICSA has been programmed to create these three maps only when the data they are based upon has been updated. That is, the ICSA program checks whether the map file exists, and if it does, then the existing
file is used instead of making a new map each time the web pages are requested. While the work of presenting the maps, included in web pages discussed thus far does not require an ICSA, presenting the next scale of data available from the READ, the county scale, actually requires programming of an ICSA.

Including the "Counties of the West" link on the starting screen (Figure 1) to accurately depict the economic conditions and trends for each county in the West, required creation of the ICSA for READ. READ, contains data for all 1500 counties of the West. When users are exploring the counties of the West, conditions and trends are provided for each individual county with its READ color category applied. The need for an ICSA becomes apparent, as one considers that the cartographer is responsible for creating 1500 individual images.

The READ ICSA guides users to selecting counties by first selecting states. The user selects a state, for viewing a county, by highlighting the state in which the county exists and pressing the "ok" button. Next, the user selects the specific county to be examined. At this point, the ICSA examines data files to determine if the map requested already exists, and if it does not, the ICSA builds and delivers the map to the user. This is all transparent to the user as the ICSA provides the map from either source, efficiently retrieving or creating all the maps requested. Maps of counties are not created at all until the first request is made. Then, they are saved and reused for any subsequent requests.
After selecting "Counties of the West" from the starting screen (Figure 1), the following screen display shown in Figure 4, enables users to select a state. After selecting the state, the system displays a map of the state showing its counties (Figure 5).

After a user selects the county of interest, the READ ICSA determines if it is making a new map or using a map already on file. A significant feature is that it frees cartographers from creating map images that will not be used. The next screen seen shows the individual county selected, as shown in Figure 6.
The READ ICSA was created bearing in mind that most map users have more experience with paper maps than with maps displayed on the Internet. Electronic presentation of economic and geographic information requires programmers to anticipate users' preferences for each map element, such as map coverage area or topographic contour interval. These attributes are predetermined, physical attributes of paper maps but they are variables in the creation and presentation of maps electronically.

The READ ICSA offers users several tools for accessing and displaying data, including navigation and action handles, that are standard features of Internet browsers such as Microsoft
Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator, that comply with the World Wide Web Consortium Document Object Model (DOM). Navigation handles include labels, icons, buttons, and image regions where users click to invoke actions, for example to open a link. The handle’s effectiveness can be enhanced, as is commonly seen when different colored text is used to identify a link, or a magnifying glass is used to zoom in on a sub-region.

The READ ICSA presents action handles, in menus of links and list boxes, facilitate users’ access to the READ information. Searches in READ are accomplished using mouse clicks and keystrokes. Each data element within the organizational scheme
can be accessed by multiple links, providing numerous routes through the data.

Flexibility to accommodate various approaches to accessing data, and displaying these findings, is accomplished by using HTTP, HTML and ASP programming languages. As previously described, to search for economic information about a county, the user first selects a state and then the county to be displayed. This geographic hierarchy is convenient, facilitating users performing rapid, easy searches of READ information. For each state, a query preview screen appears, giving the user a list box containing a list of choices, each leading to a specific county within the chosen state (Figure 5). Then, expanded menu and link routes provide multiple options for economic data selection, and orient and display maps, as shown in Figure 6.

The results of their queries are then displayed to users, as shown in Figure 7, in a formatted table loaded with more than 25 years of data, programmed to provide accurate comparisons in selected categories. Economist Larry Swanson has provided formulas for extrapolating data, to be included in these tables, that are missing from the raw data from which READ is assembled. The table returned with information about topic(s) selected also provides additional information, such as text descriptions of how the data has been derived, and how those who gather the data allow for omissions in that information.

Automated Cartographic Database Design: Internet Implementation

After envisioning how READ information could be integrated
into an Internet cartographic application, the next step was implementation. Programming the application requires integrating several GIS software applications, including ArcView 3.2 (AV32), Map Objects 2.0 (MO2), Internet Map Server 1.2 (IMS12), and Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 (VB6). Programming interfaces between these applications presented both challenges and opportunities through exploration of cutting edge electronic geographical capabilities. For these applications to be useful, these interfaces must function fully. Successfully integrating READ into ICSA involved three distinct challenges. The following
sections discuss these challenges, and their solutions, in the following order.

- Envisioning the READ ICSA;
- Preparing the database using GIS software; and
- Programming the Internet Cartographic Application.

Then, basic programming steps are outlined, including the creation of cartographic sub-functions, and software testing is described.

**Envisioning the READ ICSA**

As discussed in Chapter 3, object oriented programming methodology was integral to creation of the ICSA cartographic technique advancement. The objects in object-oriented programming are groups of data elements and the inherent methods to interrelate them. Objects of traditional maps, such as map projection, legend, layout design, or other graphical items, are selected in VB6 and MO2 programming environments then directed to generate maps to display on the Internet. The cartographer then uses pre-programmed methods to manipulate map objects and other similar objects to create a unique product. In the Visual Basic programming environment, this object-oriented methodology enables users to interact with the program through a GUI. The GUI environment is easy to use presenting icons and drop down menus as interface commands that reduces time spent writing code.

A mapping window was added to extend the programming functionality of VB6 for the ICSA. The window is an "Active X" component, which is provided through the Map Objects (MO)
software. The addition of the control in Visual Basic facilitates the inclusion of geographic data in the Visual Basic project. Visual Basic, when it is new from Microsoft, does not contain the ability to use geographic type data. The ability to include geographic data in the Visual Basic programming environment is achieved by the installation of MO from ESRI.

The versatility of making maps this way can be illuminated by a comparison of mapping objectives. While the ICSA produces maps using programming steps that emulate ArcView 3.2 operations, ICSA users create map legends without interacting directly with GIS software. Instead, using features programmed into the ICSA, they create a legend as an object, which is a sub-function within the ICSA. Requests for information, and resulting responses, are exchanged by means of the map control.

Online GIS for example, using ArcView software, differs from using an ICSA in that users do not receive raw geographic data at any time. The user does not need to receive any new Active X components or Java Script enabled web items to assemble and view a map from READ. ICSA users browse a constellation of custom economic maps through hierarchical levels of analysis. The program is prepared for requests which users implement by clicking on a menu item, or part of a map, depending on the web interface design. Requests are processed on the server, then returned to the user, along with more information about the topic in graphic format. Throughout this process, the map control remains linked to the tabular data represented, and finally, the
user receives a screen image containing requested information. Users receive requested data in the form of HTML page(s) with map image(s) inserted. Current HTML browsers offer design possibilities for the Internet cartographer in the form of graphic backgrounds, hyperlinks to analysis of the topic, hyperlinks to databases across the World Wide Web, as well as many other, options.

Frequency categories needed for mapping population and economic data, and for creating legends with ISCA, are inherited from the READ system’s mapping scheme. This results in a map showing 1500 counties in the West, either together in regional categories or individually depending on the users request (Figure 1). The READ organizational hierarchy is necessary for programming such things as frequency categories and color schemes. The READ scheme structure uses information that shows a relationship and association with each object. The scheme also outlines definitions used in conjunction with the map legend.

The methods are object-oriented operations written using VB6 language for the objects to be programmed. A method is chosen for an object according to the scheme presented by the database. For example, with the READ system, twelve colors are used for the sub-classification of regional economies in twelve categories. Colors of the READ categories are controlled in the maps, by using Map Objects’ value map renderer to set unique values to specific colors. The selection of color values is done manually. The value map renderer is a programming object whose
methods and properties can be used by the cartographer to enhance displays of economic information in the READ system. In the READ system of mapping, a column in the database has fields with each unique value for each category to be used. Knowing that the READ system incorporates 12 unique sub-categories allows controls to be established for each category's unique set of values.

**Preparing the Database Using GIS Software**

ArcView 3.2 desktop GIS software by ESRI is used for preparing the spatial data needed by ICSA for dynamic Internet mapping. This software was enhanced by using scripts and by programming application extensions as necessary to establish connections with ICSA. Basic database preparation in AV3.2 sufficed for purposes of the ICSA. This included data processing that was needed for both the economic and geographic databases used in READ. ArcView 3.2 is able to select geographic features that could be depicted by points, lines, or polygons. These, in turn, could be linked to economic attributes that are recorded in a variety of tables within the READ system.

Steps required to accomplish data preparation for Internet mapping are performed at many levels of the programming process. Each geographic unit must be selected, then linked or joined to the attribute data for display while using the READ color scheme and classification categories.

ArcView 3.2 can map database files selected from the READ system for the ICSA. Using a function within AV 3.2 known as "SQL connect," the cartographer connects to the READ system and
selects the columns of data to be mapped. To use the "SQL connect" function, the cartographer needs to first establish the software drivers allowing the database connection. To achieve this, the appropriate Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) drivers need to be installed and running on the server and the personal computer with the AV3.2 software. This is accomplished in Microsoft Windows control panel using the ODBC32 manager. The READ database itself is a Fox Pro database. ICSA accesses this database using the same ODBC function in Windows control panel, once the system data sources have been specified and the appropriate drivers for the database connectivity have been installed. ArcView 3.2 automatically detects data source names from those established as data system names in the ODBC32 upon opening the software. The significance of using ODBC for the connection to the READ system is that this enables AV3.2 to access the database and create files without outside software.

The READ system contains more information than can be used at any one time. Desired information is extracted from READ by means of Standard Query Language (SQL) statements. Selected data can be mapped using only those fields, and one field that to joins them to geographic features, map generation requires a common data field for joining economic attributes to geographic features. The data for location of the counties and the other spatial elements is assembled using ESRI’s shapefile format. The READ system has 1500 counties in the West, contained in 155 sub-regions. Within these sub-regions, economic variables are ranked
and referenced according to population, size, and other criteria. Each county in a sub-region is also identified as a "core" or a "closely linked" county in terms of population of the largest place in the county. Providing a refined look at conditions and trends in the West based on the data obtained from the many contributing sources of data is accomplished by READ.

Cartography for READ progressed from paper-printed maps through online static images to the dynamic data type that the ICSA provides. Throughout this evolution, map legend categories became more elaborate as did their implementation in the ICSA. More complex dynamic map creation requires cartographers to perform mapping routines and layout for up-to-date maps, and the ICSA accomplishes this automatically. Once the ICSA has been programmed, the cartographer updates the economic attribute files on the web-server, then these updates are incorporated into outputs as appropriate.

**Programming the Internet Cartographic Software Application**

Establishing programming objective was the first essential step in creating the ICSA. These objectives included the display, function, and data security design elements of the program which are ICSA's fundamental attributes. The intention to produce economic thematic maps for the Internet required the creation of another component that uses the GIS object oriented programming methods and properties to create map image layouts. Using the GIS objects for the creation of ICSA allows a programmer to specify what GIS data is necessary for the map image. Other
considerations are that while the addition of technological mapping enhancements continually update the site, familiarity with the site should only increase as procedures to retrieve data from it do not change. Standardization of menus and hyperlinks facilitates access to increasingly detailed information. The ICSA seamlessly integrates READ information making use of READ’s economic themes display standards. Finally, the ICSA incorporates important safeguards into data storage and delivery routines and uses a security strategy to effectively protect both the ICSA program itself, and the READ information on a server.

Important differences exist between web display options of users’ Internet browser software, such as found on Active X and Java enabled pages, as opposed to those generated using HTML and ASP data security strategies. Online GIS applications have traditionally required that users have basic GIS software skills involving the use of tools for transforming data into maps. For example, the basic GIS tools can be in the form of small executable applications sent to the users computer from the map server. Other GIS tools are those that are programmed through a variety of programming languages. For example, Microsoft uses VB6 and compiles it into the Active X format. The process encapsulates various portions of a GIS program so that they can be placed onto a user’s machine as a complete application of tools.

Firstly, because only Microsoft Internet Explorer browser software accepts and runs Active X components. Proprietary data
on a server is exposed in order for it to be processed on the client’s computer. Secondly, Netscape Navigator Internet browser software does not run Active X components at all.

Policies established for responding to ICSA user requests for proprietary data from servers depends upon the objectives of database administrators. Aggregates of data already processed and analyzed for the user audience, such as exists in READ, are maintained and protected on a particular server. When data is not processed beyond basic geographic data transformations, that data is disseminated and undergoes further analysis by the GIS user, and the Active X and Java enabled pages are presented on users machines.

Processing requests and responses is the central process of map generation using an ICSA. The initial web page seen in READ, with basic HTML structure, is comprised of images, hyperlinks, and customized backgrounds. Active Server Pages (ASP) and HTML are used to produce and deliver images in the ICSA. User requests are narrowed using exchanges in HTML, and output is made in response to map requests by ICSA as generated in HTML. ASP is used for more explicit requests including direct database queries, script executions, and tabular displays of READ contents. ASP is used with embedded Visual Basic Script and Active Data Objects (ADO) using SQL to connect and query the READ dynamically. To produce maps on a server for Internet distribution without the component applications of Active X or Java, ICSA creates an image for the request on a web site. The
map server is the only active element processing the requests. Each is responded to with an image file that can be described as a “snapshot” of some databases contents. Then the image file is inserted into the web page built by the ICSA.

**BASIC PROGRAMMING STEPS:**

The following outline describes manipulations necessary to incorporate GIS components into the Visual Basic programming environment in writing a program to receive Internet requests and respond by delivering maps.

- Open Visual Basic 6.0 as shown in (Figure 8). Open the components menu item and choose to add Map Objects 2.0 and the Web-link of MOIMS.
- Open a form, and select the map control from the left menu and place it in the form (Figure 9). Save the form and save the project at this point.
- Place a Weblink in the form. This will provide communication with the esrimap.dll installed on the map server.
- Open the Visual Basic code editor, specify the option explicit (recommended to help in debugging), then declare (DIM) relevant variables, as required using the “DIM” character string (Figure 10).

The ESRI Internet Map Server (IMS) tool can be used to distribute the READ ICSA. An Active X weblink is embedded into the ICSA as a control. The weblink, which is installed from IMS, works as “middle-ware” to link the VB program as enhanced with the Map Objects (MO) to the esrimap.dll MOIMS. The MO and MOIMS software provide for communication between READ ICSA and the HTML and ASP outputs. The MOIMS is composed of several parts, each
registered by the ICSA in response to requests from the user interface. In order to run, the ICSA needs a .dll file, such as esrimap.dll, and an Active X control. The .dll file is used to handle requests from users, parse them, and pass them to servers running the ICSA VB/MO program. The weblink provides a passage

between the map, the data requests, and the responses on a personal computer and the esrimap.dll file on a server. The weblink receives map requests from the .dll, and then sends HTML back to the .dll, which then passes them on to the user’s personal computer.

Having installed these tools in the programming environment,
Figure 9

A Form has been opened, a map control has been selected and placed in the form. Save the form and the project at this point.

the ICSA developer next considers the graphical user interface. The MOIMS software architecture uses a three-tiered approach. On the first tier, the user chooses a county from the menu, as shown in Figure 4. The second tier consists of the MOIMS catalog, launcher, and administrator functions. The third tier is comprised of ICSA functions that reside on the server. A user's first-tier choice of County, as shown in Figure 11, is passed to the MOIMS middle-ware, on the second tier, which receives requests from the user, parses them, and then passes them to the ICSA. The ICSA is registered and always running on
Figure 10

The Visual Basic code editor. Specify the "option explicit", then declare relevant variables using the "DIM" character string.

the server waiting for requests. The program generates the map as a server side GIS element. The application creates an image file, saves that file to the server hard drive, and almost simultaneously writes that image file to an image tag on the computer of the user that requested the image, inserting the file into an HTML page returned to the user through the esrimap.dll. This entire process is managed by the MOIMS middleware.

The Internet Cartographic Software Application residing on a server, comprises the third tier of MOIMS architecture. As mentioned, the ICSA communicates with the MOIMS through the weblink control. All middleware is installed and running
The READ ICSA user chooses a county. The county containing the largest population center, is shown in the darkest shade of the color scheme.

server tier constantly, providing responses to any user requests. The weblink has several available actions including Start, Stop, WriteResponseHeader, WriteString, WriteFile, BMP2JPEG, and BMP2GIF. The event is a request, initiated by the ICSA using "Start." This event begins the communication with the esrimap.dll, then "Stop" is used to end the communication.

The Internet Cartographic Software Application incorporates three sub-functions, Form-Load, Web-Link request, and Value Map Renderer. Their operations allow flexibility to accommodate various sets of user preferences, but generally, they function as follows. The Form-Load sub-function, the code of which appears in Figure 12, is one of the ICSA’s weblink methods used to define
the cartographic display transmitted via the Internet. These lines of code start the communication between the ICSA and the esrimap.dll file. Next, the weblink is directed to the available port for listening; then, the Weblink is given the name of the ICSA listening on the map port. The Form Load sub-function occurs at the start up of the application since the ICSA runs on the server and listens constantly. Request management, by placing them in a cue when more than one user simultaneously makes an ICSA request for a map, is handled through the weblink request sub and the MOIMS middleware, using the erimap.dll.

Figure 12

The Form-Load sub routine. The first sub routine to execute is the Form Load.

The weblink has several methods and properties important to the
ICS. In addition to providing the link to the web application created for delivering maps requested, it also provides the actual graphics interchange file (GIF) generation.

The weblink is also used to create the image of the requested map. The ICSA running on the server has a full complement of GIS functionality, allowing dynamic selecting, zooming, labeling, and categorizing. Once the server-side GIS has been completed, the ICSA uses the weblink to capture the image as a bitmap (BMP), and then convert it to a standard web image format such as (JPEG) or (GIF) file. Finally, the BMP image is saved to the server's hard drive briefly.

![Image files can be dynamically created and inserted into HTML output.](image)

at the same time as it is written to the image tag used for the
requesting arguments. The weblink also provides the methods for writing standard HTML within the ICSA, allowing image files to be created, and dynamically inserted into the HTML (Figure 13).

**Cartographic Sub-Functions**

The web-link sub-function is used by ICSA to assemble images depicting the products of multiple cartographic sub-functions. The creation of cartographic sub-functions provides the ICSA user with options typically only available when using GIS in a programming environment.

![Image of Visual Basic code]

**Figure 14**

The first instruction in initialize Map is where the geographic shapefile data is located on the hard drive.

By using the Initialize Map sub-function, data layers are specified and added to the Map Control (Figure 14).
Data layers are specified next to the Call command. Although the called layers are added to the map control only when ICSA is restarted, they are added to the map control from the initial map sub-function when it is called (Figure 15).

![Image of code](image)

Figure 15
As each data layer is added in the initializeMap sub routine, a unique property must be set.

Figure 15 includes lines of code that add each map layer to the map window. The declared method of “Set schemelyr” within the sub-function determines what the name of the map layer will be in ICSA. The next line of code determines the type of layer defined as a geographic data set using the geodataset method. Within that same line of code, the sub-function is instructed to find a specific geographic data set.
A command was issued during the initialize map sub-function to establish the drive and directory that the geographic data is saved in. This command indicates the data is stored in the same drive and directory where the ICSA is saved in (Figure 16). The command is `App.Path`, which stands for application path. This command can prevent the application from erring during deployment, the programmer needs only place the files the application is going to use, like the shapefiles, in the same path where the ICSA is installed.

Figure 16

Using the `App.Path` command to indicate the drive and directory where the program is saved along with other files the program will need.

As shown in Figure 16, the command "`dc.Database = App.Path`" directs the application to find the data shapefile(s) in the same
drive and directory where ICSA resides. The names of all the sub-functions are the same as the map-layers that will be used in the ICSA.

To make desired geographic data available to the ICSA, each map layer is added as an individual sub-function. This compartmentalizing of the map layers benefits the ICSA in two ways. First, the map layers are loaded when the program is started, always ready to be called. Second, the map layers are kept separate, which expedites zooming and labeling, accelerating the application's ability to return map output.

When a map layer is added in this method, programming actions must select types of cartographic controls to be used in order to specify their values. This is accomplished using the legend renderer method available through MO, as selected and specified through programming. Map Objects provides legends, or one of various rendered types of legends, that can be applied to the map data. The Value Map Renderer (VMR) displays the data from READ. The VMR is programmed using Map Objects, color constants and specific hexadecimal colors for unique values in specific fields of the attribute database for the shapefile, as shown in Figure 17.

The sub-function "READrenderer", a method for using the (VMR), is used to set the color scheme for READ data display. It is the legend renderer devised to allow linking particular colors to unique values in an array specified from the database files.
associated with the shapefiles. In Figure 17, the READ renderer declares a variable VMR as new “MapObjects.ValueMapRenderer”.

![Code diagram](image)

**Figure 17**

Programming the Value Map Renderer to associate unique color values with map themes.

The program then specifies, in the next line of code, the field from the shapefile that the renderer will use, in the character string “.ValueCount = 12” that specifies twelve unique values in the array or field called “map”. The renderer has now been told in what field it will be mapping, and how many unique values it will use.

The next task, setting the color values for each data layer, has considerable influence over the final product and is particularly interesting. The READ ICSA is programmed to match
the associations of colors with data layers used in the first generation of READ maps. Each unique value in the 12-element, zero-based array is used for one color category. The Map Objects program is pre-loaded with color constants for mapping, however, the READ ICSA is very specific and requires an improved set of colors provided in a custom palette built for MO. As programming progressed this task alone involved extensive research, principally experimentation with numerous programming languages and software packages.

The READ ICSA required specific experiments to reproduce the color palette. The colors provided by MO as color constants are useful but insufficient for the many gradations of color found in READ. Hexadecimal values used in ESRI software to designate colors were used to expand the MO color palette. Using hexadecimal numbers, enabled displaying the same colors via the ICSA that would be found on printed maps. The specific steps for establishing these colors was learned through trial and error. The trial and error method is compatible with GUI type object oriented programming because programs do not need to be compiled before running.

The method used for this study began with specifically designing the colors for READ in ArcView 3.2. Once the colors were defined in ArcView 3.2 the challenge was to find a method for converting the colors from the ArcView 3.2 format, which is in red green blue (RGB) to hexadecimal values. The Internet was searched for a program that would convert RGB numbers to
hexadecimal numbers. The code for a small application was found, downloaded and compiled, and then used to change the numbers. Another issue confronted was that, although ArcView 3.2 legend label was that its colors RGB, they were actually in hue saturation brightness (HSB). To overcome this, values of HSB were entered into Adobe Illustrator and converted to RGB values then finally translated using an algorithm once again downloaded from the Internet. After trial and error, a custom palette for the READ scheme was effectively matched and programmed.

Programming and performing the cartographic enhancements to the basic applications provided by Visual Basic and Map Objects showed some challenges of electronic cartography that were overcome in creating the READ ICSA, the colors given are merely good starting points for the cartographer. This is an example of how online GIS software, manufactured for wide markets, generally requires users who have GIS and cartographic skills. The READ ICSA represents an improvement in providing maps via the Internet while taking advantage of cartographers' training and experience in making meaningful decisions to rapidly provide accurate useful maps to citizens.

Early in-house testing by the developer was, of course, crucial to providing a functional system. However, after confirming the basic operation, another approach to testing the ICSA was used. This real-time approach assesses software by subjecting it to use by a wide audience of personal computer operators. Any computer with Internet access is a testing
facility. In the case of the READ ICSA, numerous individuals test this application every day. In documentation delivered to READ subscribers, Center for the Rocky Mountain West Director, economist Larry Swanson, states that this ICSA is used by economic development specialists, business analysts, researchers, journalists, university faculty, other educators, and other citizens needing demographic and economic information\textsuperscript{11}.

READ ICSA display standards and functionality were also tested by its users. These tests included extensive use of the two most widely available Internet browsers, Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator. These tests have demonstrated that this ICSA works with both Internet browsers to rapidly provide and display high quality up-to-date maps.

\footnotesize\textsuperscript{11} Swanson, L. 2002. Documentation provided to READ subscribers.
A limitation of the READ ICSA as a design tool is its dependence on multiple programming languages. It relies heavily on the middleware application known as Map Objects Internet Map Server (MOIMS). This is the weakest portion of the system’s architecture because the cartographic application depends on three programs used with the Internet server, which are unpredictable and prone to failure. As of this writing, Internet programming and development tools and methods have become available that work more reliably and rapidly. When this project began, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) had not adopted modern web protocols such as Extensible Markup Language (XML). These technological advancements provide faster data browsing and more stable map applications.

Since the READ ICSA became available through the Center for the Rocky Mountain West, the approach developed for this project has been used to create other cartographic applications. For example, this researcher has just completed an ICSA that integrates more than ten years of surface water supply index (SWSI) data, and displays this information in maps available on the Natural Resources Information System web site.

The advancements learned from this project have lead to the creation of a fully functional COM component (DLL) installed on
the server using Component Services or COM+. The mapping technology and objects are used in ASP allowing the cartographer much more rapid development of Internet images and web sites with geographic data display demands.

This study used object oriented programming approaches to maximize accessibility of information in GIS databases, enabling Internet users without programming experience to efficiently access cartographic data. The ICSA approach may be further refined as more powerful objects become available. Exciting advances may be realized with the creation of .dll objects that can be used within VB .net, and objects that can be used on open source platforms.

The Center for the Rocky Mountain West currently uses two other ICSA products, for selecting different regional areas. In development is an online map product that will provide clients with the ability to compare any years of data at the county level in two comparable time periods. The object oriented programming approach has exposed many opportunities to view READ as dynamic map products. The potential for web-services to deliver dynamic economic content in map form has been merely begun with the ICSA for READ. The future through XML promises faster data access thus allowing less processing time to be incorporated into READ.
**Accessibility**: An aggregate measure of how reachable locations are from a given location. The command computes values for accessibility as a function of the distance between locations and an empirically derived distance decay parameter.

**Active Data Object (ADO)**: A set of object-based data access interfaces optimized for Internet-based, data centric applications.

**Active Server Pages ASP**: A specification for a dynamically created Web page with an .ASP extension that utilizes ActiveX scripting usually VB Script or JavaScript code. When a browser requests an ASP page, the Web server generates a page with HTML code and sends it back to the browser. So ASP pages are similar to CGI scripts, but they enable Visual Basic programmers to work with familiar tools.

**Active X**: A technology developed by Microsoft for sharing information among different applications, ActiveX supports new features that enable it to take advantage of the Internet. For example, an ActiveX control can be automatically downloaded and executed by a Web browser. ActiveX is not a programming language, but rather a set of rules for how applications should share information. It allows you to create cross-platform, language-independent controls.

**Attribute**: 1) A characteristic of a geographic feature described by numbers, characters, images and CAD drawings, typically stored in tabular format and linked to the feature by a user-assigned identifier (e.g., the attributes of a well might include depth and gallons per minute), 2) A column in a database table.

**CERN**: The European Organization for Nuclear Research, the world's largest particle physics center. Here physicists come to explore what matter is made of and what forces hold it together.

**Class**: All objects of the same type are said to be members of the same class. A generic description of a group of objects that will have a state and behavior.

**Client/Server**: A software system is said to have a client/server architecture when there is a central process (server) which accepts requests from multiple user processes (clients).
Component Object Model (COM): The object-oriented programming model that defines how objects interact within a single application or between applications. In COM, client software accesses an object through a pointer to an interface — a related set of functions called methods — on objects.

Command Line interface: A software product that allows the user to type in commands at a prompt. Contrast to forms interface.

Custom Map Set: Thematic maps providing information based on the map users needs and requests.

Data Access Security: Measures taken to control system users' ability to view or modify data. These measures can include logical views of data and explicit access rights by group or individual users.

Database: A logical collection of interrelated information, managed and stored as a unit, usually on some form of mass-storage system such as magnetic tape or disk. A GIS database includes data about the spatial location and shape of geographic features recorded as points, lines, areas, pixels, grid cells, or tins, as well as their attributes.

Database Design: The formal process of analyzing facts about the real world into a structured database model. Database design is characterized by the following phases: requirement, analysis, logical design and physical design.

DBF Format: The data file format originally used by the dBase product and now the most common PC DBMS format.

Data Portability: An interoperability objective in which the data exported by one storage system can be imported meaningfully by others.

Data Schema: Formal description of a data model.

Data Set: A named collection of logically related data items arranged in a prescribed manner.

Dynamic Shared Library Link: An image that exports functions and global variables to other images. A shared library is not included with the application code at link time but is linked in dynamically at runtime. Also known as a shared library, dynamic library, dylib, dynamic link library, and DLL.

Dynamic Typing and Binding: Binding a message to a particular method at run time is known as dynamic binding.

Embedded SQL: SQL statements that are embedded in a host language program.
Encapsulation: An object hides its instance variables and method implementations from other parts of the program. This encapsulation allows the programmer that uses an object to concentrate on what the object does rather than how it is implemented.

Event: A geographic feature occurring on or along a linear feature. There are three event types: linear, continuous, and point.

Event Source: This is a name assigned by the user to reference a DBMS table containing event data for use with the dynamic segmentation commands. This is similar to the relate name.

Feature Attribute Table: A table used to store attribute information for a specific coverage feature class. Feature attribute tables supported for coverages include:
<COVER>.PAT for polygons or points
<COVER>.AAT for arcs
<COVER>.NAT for nodes
<COVER>.RAT for routes
<COVER>.SEC for sections
<COVER>.PAT for regions
<COVER>.TAT for annotation (text)
where <COVER> is the coverage name

Feature Class: The type of geographic feature(s) that is/are being represented in a coverage. Feature classes include LINE, POINT, POLYGON, TIC or ANNOTATION. A single coverage can contain one or more of these feature classes.

Field: In a database, another term for column.

File: A set of related information that a computer can access by a unique name (e.g., a text file, a data file, a DLG file). Files are the logical units managed on disk by the computer's operating system. Files may be stored on tapes or disks.

Forms Interface: A graphic user interface characterized by user-controlled movement of a cursor from one data field to another. Contrast to command line interface.

GBF/DIME: For the 1980 census, the U.S. Census Bureau produced Geographic Base Files (GBF) and Dual Independent Map Encoding (DIME) files, containing census geographic statistical codes and coordinates of line segments for most metropolitan areas.

Geographic Data: The locations and descriptions of geographic features. The composite of spatial data and descriptive data.
**Geographic Database:** A collection of spatial data and related descriptive data organized for efficient storage and retrieval by many users.

**Geographic Information System (GIS):** An organized collection of computer hardware, software, geographic data, and personnel designed to efficiently capture, store, update, manipulate, analyze, and display all forms of geographically referenced information.

**Graphical User Interface (GUI):** A graphical method of controlling how a user interacts with a computer to perform various tasks. Instead of issuing commands at a prompt, the user performs desired tasks by using a mouse to choose from 'a dashboard' of options presented on the display screen. These are in the form of pictorial buttons (icons) and lists. Some GUI tools are dynamic and the user must manipulate a graphical object on the screen to invoke a function; for example, moving a slider bar to set a parameter value (e.g., setting the scale of a map).

**Hardware:** The physical components of a computer system—the computer, plotters, printers, terminals, digitizers, and so on.

**Hypertext Markup Language (HTML):** Most common protocol for displaying text and graphics on Internet web pages.

**Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP):** The set of rules for exchanging files (text, graphic images, sound, video and other multimedia files) on the World Wide Web. Relative to the TCP/IP suite of protocols (which are the basis for information exchange on the Internet), HTTP is an application protocol.

**Inheritance:** The process by which one class borrows the state and behavior descriptions of another class and adds them to its own state and behavior description. Inheritance is one of three ways in which classes may be linked, and is sometimes described as an "is a" relationship.

**Instantiate:** To create an object based on an existing class definition.

**Interface:** For data communication, a hardware and software link that connects two computer systems, or a computer and its peripherals.

**Internet:** An international consortium of wide area networks that operate using a standard set of addresses allowing machine-to-machine connectivity on a global scale.

**Java:** A programming language expressly designed for use in the distributed environment of the Internet. It was designed to have the "look and feel" of the C++ language, but it is simpler
to use than C++ and enforces an object-oriented programming model.

Layer: A thematic set of spatial data described and stored in a database or a map library. Layers organize a database or map library by subject matter (e.g., soils, roads and wells).

Legend: The reference area on a map that lists and explains the colors, symbols, line patterns, shadings, and annotation used on the map. The legend often includes the scale, origin, orientation and other map information.

Map Control: The Active X component central to the Map Objects programming. Property of ESRI incorporated, Redlands CA.

Map Objects 2.1 (MO): Environmental Systems Research Institute Map Objects is an Active X component used in various programming languages to perform geographic queries and build maps displayed as images.

Map Objects Internet Map Server (MOIMS): Middleware software providing Internet functionality in conjunction with Map Objects enabled programs.

Map Projection: A mathematical model that transforms the locations of features on the Earth's surface to locations on a two-dimensional surface. Because the Earth is three-dimensional, some method must be used to depict a map in two dimensions. Some projections preserve shape; others preserve accuracy of area, distance or direction.

Map Query: The process of selecting information from a GIS by asking spatial or logical questions of the geographic data. Spatial query is the process of selecting features based on location or spatial relationship (e.g., select all features within 300 feet of another; point at a set of features to select them). Logical query is the process of selecting features whose attributes meet specific logical criteria (e.g., select all polygons whose value for AREA is greater than 10,000 or select all streets whose name is Main St.). Once selected, additional operations can be performed, such as drawing them, listing their attributes or summarizing attribute values.

Multiple Document Interface (MDI): Developed by Microsoft, with menus, buttons, tools, and windows called documents. ArcView is based on the MDI standard, including multiple document types: Project View, Table, Layout, Chart, and Scripts. Documents can be organized and manipulated in a variety of standard ways: tiled, cascaded, iconified, resized or closed.

Middleware: This software manages the communication between a client program and a database. For example, a Web server
connected to a database can be considered middleware and the Web server sits between the client program (a Web browser) and a database. The middleware allows the database to be changed without necessarily affecting the client, and visa versa.

**Navigation Handles:** The data browsing paradigm established such basic Internet browsing tools as the back button, home, and the uniform resource locator address bar.

**Object:** As stated previously, an object is one of the basic building blocks in OO programming. An object can receive messages and then act on these messages to alter the state of itself (the size and position of a rectangle object for example). In software an object consists of instance variables (data) that represent the state of the object, and methods (like C functions) that act on these variables in response to messages. Rather than 'calling' one of its methods, an object is said to 'perform' one of its methods in response to a message. (A method is known as a 'member function' in C++.)

**Open Database Communication (ODBC):** A standard API (application program interface) used to communicate with database management systems, developed by Microsoft.

**Object Linking and Embedding (OLE):** Allows objects from one application to be embedded within another (e.g., taking an Excel spreadsheet and putting it into a Word document).

**Object Oriented Programming (OOP):** A modern compartmentalized programming method widely adopted throughout all programming languages. Programs produced as object oriented share three principle tenets polymorphism, encapsulation, and inheritance.

**Online Access:** Direct access to data that does not involve file transfer.

**Packet/Packet Switching:** A packet is a chunk of information sent over a network. Packet-switching is the process by which a carrier breaks up data into these chunks or packets.

**Polymorphism:** A concept in type theory, according to which a name (such as a variable declaration) may denote objects of many different classes that are related by some common superclass; thus, any object denoted by this name is able to respond to some common set of operations in different ways.

**Regional Economies Assessment Database (READ):** The regional economies assessment database provides comprehensive economic trends and conditions for the West compiled and normalized by Larry Swanson covering the past 25 years updated periodically.
Relational database management system (RDBMS): A database management system with the ability to access data organized in tabular files that can be related to each other by a common field (item). An RDBMS has the capability to recombine the data items from different files, providing powerful tools for data usage.

Relate: An operation that establishes a temporary connection between corresponding records in two tables using an item common to both (i.e., relate key). Each record in one table is connected to those records in the other table that share the same value for the common item.

Relational Database: A method of structuring data as collections of tables that are logically associated to each other by shared attributes. Any data element can be found in a relation by knowing the name of the table, the attribute (column) name, and the value of the primary key.

Soft Copy: Computer programming instructions for computer hardware referred to as soft copy software.

Structured Query Language (SQL): A syntax for defining and manipulating data from a relational database. Developed by IBM in the 1970s, it has become an industry standard for query languages in most relational database management systems.

Theme: A user-defined perspective on a coverage, grid, tin or image geographic data set specified, if applicable, by a coverage name and feature class or data set name, attributes of interest, a data classification scheme, and theme-specific symbology for drawing.

TIC File: The coverage file used to store TIC coordinates and TIC IDs for a coverage.

Value Map Renderer: A programming method of using the geographic attribute table and field to thematically color code and symbolize the geographic features providing color class breaks based on unique values.

View: A logical table whose data are not physically stored. You define a view to access a subset of the columns stored in a row, access a set of columns stored in different rows, or avoid creating a redundant copy of data that is already stored.

Visual Basic 6.0: Microsoft Visual Basic is a graphical "visual" programming language, based on natural language for programming commands.

World Wide Web: A collection of protocols, based on IP and infrastructure forming the current Internet.

eXtensible Markup Language (XML): A W3C designed cut-down version of SGML an ISO standard.

Zoom: To enlarge and display greater detail of a portion of a geographic data set.
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